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Abstract
The T-odd leptons are the typical particles predicted by the littlest Higgs model with T-parity
(LHT model) and the observation of these particles might be regarded as the direct evidence
of the LHT model. In this paper, we investigate the production of a pair of T-odd leptons
associated with a gauge boson V (γ or Z) at the international linear e+e− collider (ILC). The
numerical results show that the possible signals of the T-odd leptons may be detected in the
future ILC experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The standard model (SM) provides an excellent effective field theory description of
almost all particle physics experiments. However, the theoretical shortcomings of the SM,
such as quadratic divergencies, the triviality of a φ4 theory, etc, suggest that it should be
embedded in a larger scheme. Many popular new physics (NP) models beyond the SM
have been proposed, and some of which predict the existence of new charged leptons. Any
signal for such kind of particles in future high energy experiments will play a milestone
role in discovery of NP. Thus, studying production and decay of the new charged leptons
in future high energy collider experiments is of special interest.
Little Higgs theory [1] is proposed as an interesting solution to the so-called hierarchy
problem of the SM and can be regarded as one of the important candidates for NP beyond
the SM. Among of the little Higgs models, the littlest Higgs (LH) model [2] has all essential
features of the little Higgs models. However, the original version of the LH model suffers
from precision electroweak (EW) constrains, the NP effects are small as the NP scale f
is required to be above 2-3TeV in order to satisfy the EW precision constraints, which
re-introduces the fine tuning and the little hierarchy problem [2][3]. The LH model with
T-parity (LHT) [4][5][6] is one of the attractive little Higgs models. In the LHT model,
all dangerous tree-level contributions to low energy EW observables are forbidden by T-
parity and hence the corrections to low energy EW observables are loop-suppressed and
small [4][7]. As a result, the relatively low new particle mass scale f is still allowed by
data, e.g., f > 500GeV [7].
In the LHT model, particle fields are divided into T-even and T-odd sectors under
T-parity and the SM fields are T-even. In order to implement T-parity in the fermion
sector, one introduces three doublets of mirror quarks and mirror leptons, which have
T-odd parity, transform vectorially under SU(2)L and can be given large masses. These
mirror fermions have new flavor violating interactions with the SM fermions mediated
by the new gauge bosons and at higher order by the triplet scalar, which might generate
significantly contributions to some flavor violation processes [6][7][8][9]. It has been shown
that the LHT mirror fermion interactions can yield large NP effects in the quark sector
[6][7][9] and the lepton sector [10][11][12].
So far, lots of studies about the heavy charged leptons have previously been done at
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hadron colliders. However, there exists some difficulties to detect heavy lepton produc-
tion at the CERN large hadron collider (LHC), due to large backgrounds. Compared
to hadron colliders, the future international linear e+e− collider (ILC) has the advan-
tage in performing experimental measurement with a particularly clean environment [13].
Furthermore, ILC can provide complementary information for NP with performing pre-
cision measurements that would complete the LHC results. Many works involving the
new charged leptons have been given at the ILC. Studies about the heavy charged leptons
predicted by the LHT model have previously been done at the LHC [14] and ILC[15]. As
a complementary production mode to the former research, this paper is to study the pro-
duction processes of the T-odd leptons in association with a neutral gauge boson V (= γ,
or Z) at the ILC experiments.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we give a brief review of the LHT
model and then give the relevant couplings. In section III, we devote to the computation
of the production cross section of the process e+e− → γLiLj . The study of the production
process e+e− → ZLiLj is presented in section IV. Some phenomenological analysis are
included in the above two sections. The conclusions are given in section V.
II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LHT MODEL
The LHT model is based on an SU(5)/SO(5) global symmetry breaking pattern. A
subgroup [SU(2) × U(1)]1 × [SU(2) × U(1)]2 of the SU(5) global symmetry is gauged,
and at the scale f it is broken into the SM EW symmetry SU(2)L × U(1)Y . T-parity is
an automorphism that exchanges the [SU(2) × U(1)]1 and [SU(2) × U(1)]2 gauge sym-
metries. The T-even combinations of the gauge fields are the EW gauge bosons, and the
T-odd combinations are their T-parity partners. After taking into account EW symmetry
breaking, at the order of ν2/f 2, the masses of the T-odd set of the SU(2)× U(1) gauge
bosons are given by:
MZH = MWH = gf(1−
ν2
8f 2
), MBH =
g′f√
5
(1− 5ν
2
8f 2
). (1)
Where g and g′ are the corresponding coupling constants of SU(2)L and U(1)Y . ν =
246GeV is the EW scale and f is the scale parameter of the gauge symmetry breaking
of the LHT model. Moreover, because of the smallness of g′, the T-odd gauge boson BH
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is the lightest T-odd particle, which is stable, electrically neutral, and weakly interacting
particle. Thus, it can be seen as an attractive dark matter candidate [16]. To avoid severe
constraints and simultaneously implement T-parity, one needs to double the SM fermion
doublet spectrum [4][5]. The T-even combination is associated with the SU(2)L doublet,
while the T-odd combination is its T-parity partner. At the leading order, the masses of
the T-odd fermions can be written in a unified manner as:
MF i
H
=
√
2κif (2)
where the Yukawa couplings κi can in general depend on the fermion species i.
One of the important ingredients of the mirror sector in the LHT model is the existence
of CKM-like unitary mixing matrices. Mirror fermions are characterized by new flavor
interactions with SM fermions and heavy gauge bosons, which involve two new unitary
mixing matrices in the quark sector, VHu and VHd, and two in the lepton sector, VHl and
VHν [7][8]. These mirror mixing matrices parameterize flavor-changing (FC) interactions
between the SM fermions and the mirror fermions. The two CKM-like unitary mixing
matrices VHl and VHν satisfy the following physical constrains:
V †HνVHl = VPMNS. (3)
Here the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagata-Saki (PMNS) matrix VPMNS is defined through neu-
trino mixing. VHl, the most important mixing matrix in the present paper, parameterizes
the interactions of light charged leptons with mirror neutrinos, mediated byW±H , and with
mirror charged leptons, mediated by ZH and BH . On the other hand, VHν parameterizes
the interactions of light neutrinos with mirror leptons. Ref. [6] parameterizes VHl with
three mixing angles θl12, θ
l
23, θ
l
13 and three complex phases δ
l
12, δ
l
23, δ
l
13:
VHl =


cl12c
l
13 s
l
12c
l
13e
−iδl
12 sl13e
−iδl
13
−sl12cl23eiδl12 − cl12sl23sl13ei(δl13−δl23) cl12cl23 − sl12sl23sl13ei(δl13−δl12−δl23) sl23cl13e−iδl23
sl12s
l
23e
i(δl
12
+δl
23
) − cl12cl23sl13eiδl13 −cl12sl23eiδl23 − sl12cl23sl13ei(δl13−δl12) cl23cl13

 .(4)
For the matrix VPMNS, we take the standard parameterization form with parameters given
by the neutrino experiments [17]. As no constraints on the PMNS phases exist, we will
set the three Majorana phases of VPMNS to zero in our numerical estimations.
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The Feynman rules of the T-odd leptons (mirror leptons) which are related to our
calculation can be written as [6]:
γLiLj : −ieγµδij , BHLilj : ie
CW
[
1
10
+
5C2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
v2
f 2
](VHl)ijγ
µPL; (5)
ZLiLj :
ie
SWCW
[−1
2
+ S2W ]γ
µδij ; ZHLilj :
ie
SW
[−1
2
+
S2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
v2
f 2
](VHl)ijγ
µPL (6)
where PL =
1
2
(1− γ5) is the left-handed projection operator. SW represents the sin θW of
the Weinberg angle θW . li and Lj represent the three family leptons e, µ, and τ and the
three family T-odd leptons, respectively.
Certainly, the trilinear coupling ZHBHZ can also contribute to the process e
+e− →
V LiLj . However, this kind of couplings are induced at the one-loop level by a fermion
triangle and its contributions are very small [18]. Thus, in our following calculation, we
will neglect the contributions of this kind of couplings .
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FIG. 1: The Feynman diagrams of the process e+e− → V LiLj in the LHT model.
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III. THE PROCESSES e+e− → γLiLj
With the above couplings, the Feynman diagrams for the process e+(p1)e
−(p2) →
γ(p5)Li(p4)Lj(p3) are shown in Fig.1. The production amplitude can be written as
M1 = M
γγ
a +M
Zγ
a +M
γγ
b +M
Zγ
b +M
γγ
c +M
Zγ
c +M
γγ
d +M
Zγ
d +M
BHγ
e
+MZHγe +M
BHγ
f +M
ZHγ
f +M
BHγ
g +M
ZHγ
g +M
BHγ
h +M
ZHγ
h (7)
with
Mγγa = −ie3G(p1 + p2, 0)G(p4 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γµu(p2)u¯(p3)γµ[−(/p4 + /p5) +ML]
×/ǫ(p5)v(p4), (8)
MZγa =
−ie3
S2WC
2
W
(−1
2
+ S2W )G(p1 + p2,MZ)G(p4 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γ
µ[(−1
2
+ S2W )PL
+(S2W )PR]u(p2)u¯(p3)γµ[−(/p4 + /p5) +ML]/ǫ(p5)v(p4), (9)
Mγγb = −ie3G(p1 + p2, 0)G(p3 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γµu(p2)u¯(p3)/ǫ(p5)[/p3 + /p5 +ML]
×γµv(p4), (10)
MZγb =
−ie3
S2WC
2
W
(−1
2
+ S2W )G(p1 + p2,MZ)G(p3 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γ
µ[(−1
2
+ S2W )PL
+(S2W )PR]u(p2)u¯(p3)/ǫ(p5)[/p3 + /p5 +ML]γµv(p4), (11)
Mγγc = −ie3G(p1 − p5,Me)G(p3 + p4, 0)v¯(p1)/ǫ(p5)[−(/p1 − /p5) +Me]γµu(p2)u¯(p3)
×γµv(p4), (12)
MZγc =
−ie3
S2WC
2
W
(−1
2
+ S2W )G(p1 − p5,Me)G(p3 + p4,MZ)v¯(p1)/ǫ(p5)[−(/p1 − /p5)
+Me]γ
µ[(−1
2
+ S2W )PL + (S
2
W )PR]u(p2)u¯(p3)γµv(p4), (13)
Mγγd = −ie3G(p2 − p5,Me)G(p3 + p4, 0)v¯(p1)γµ[(/p2 − /p5) +Me]/ǫ(p5)u(p2)u¯(p3)
×γµv(p4), (14)
MZγd =
−ie3
S2WC
2
W
(−1
2
+ S2W )G(p2 − p5,Me)G(p3 + p4,MZ)v¯(p1)γµ[(−
1
2
+ S2W )PL
+(S2W )PR][(/p2 − /p5) +Me]/ǫ(p5)u(p2)u¯(p3)γµv(p4), (15)
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MBHγe =
−ie3
C2W
[
1
10
+
5C2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 + p5,ML)G(p2 − p3,MBH )
×v¯(p1)γµPL[−(/p4 + /p5) +ML]/ǫ(p5)v(p4)u¯(p3)γµPLu(p2), (16)
MZHγe =
−ie3
S2W
[−1
2
+
S2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 + p5,ML)G(p2 − p3,MZH )
×v¯(p1)γµPL[−(/p4 + /p5) +ML]/ǫ(p5)v(p4)u¯(p3)γµPLu(p2), (17)
MBHγf =
−ie3
C2W
[
1
10
+
5C2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 − p1,MBH )G(p3 + p5,ML)
×v¯(p1)γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)/ǫ(p5)[/p3 + /p5 +ML]γµPLu(p2), (18)
MZHγf =
−ie3
S2W
[−1
2
+
S2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 − p1,MZH )G(p3 + p5,ML)
×v¯(p1)γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)/ǫ(p5)[/p3 + /p5 +ML]γµPLu(p2), (19)
MBHγg =
−ie3
C2W
[
1
10
+
5C2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p5 − p1,Me)G(p2 − p3,MBH )
×v¯(p1)/ǫ(p5)[/p5 − /p1 +Me]γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)γµPLu(p2), (20)
MZHγg =
−ie3
S2W
[−1
2
+
S2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p5 − p1,Me)G(p2 − p3,MZH)
×v¯(p1)/ǫ(p5)[/p5 − /p1 +Me]γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)γµPLu(p2), (21)
MBHγh =
−ie3
C2W
[
1
10
+
5C2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 − p1,MBH )G(p2 − p5,Me)
×v¯(p1)γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)γµPL[/p2 − /p5 +Me]/ǫ(p5)u(p2), (22)
MZHγh =
−ie3
S2W
[−1
2
+
S2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 − p1,MZH )G(p2 − p5,Me)
×v¯(p1)γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)γµPL[/p2 − /p5 +Me]/ǫ(p5)u(p2). (23)
Where G(p,M) = 1
p2−M2
denotes the propagator of the particle. p1 and p2 refer to
the incoming momentum of the incoming e+ and e−, respectively. p4, p3 and p5 are the
momenta of the outgoing final states Li, Lj and γ.
With the above production amplitudes, the production cross section can be directly
obtained. In the calculation of the cross section, instead of calculating the square of the
amplitudes analytically, we calculate the amplitudes numerically by using the method
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of [19], which can simplify our calculation. In our following calculation, the SM input
parameters are taken as S2W = 0.231, mZ = 91.187GeV and the fine-structure constant
α = 1/128 [20].
From above discussions, we can see that the production cross sections σ(γLiLj) for
the processes e+e− → γLiLj are dependent on the model-dependent free parameters, the
symmetry breaking scale f , the mirror lepton massesMLi , and the matrix elements (VHl)ij.
The matrix elements (VHl)ij can be determined through VHl = VHνVPMNS. In order
to simply the calculation and avoid any additional parameters, we take VHl = VPMNS,
which means that the T-odd leptons have no impact on the flavor violating observable
in the neutrino sector. For the matrix VPMNS, the standard parameterization form with
parameters given by the neutrino experiments [17]. References [10][11] have shown that,
for VHl = VPMNS, to make the µ→ eγ and µ− → e−e+e− decay rates consistent with the
present experimental upper bounds, the spectrum of the T-odd leptons (mirror leptons)
must be quasi-degenerate. So we will fix the mirror lepton masses MLe = MLµ = MLτ =
ML, and take the symmetry breaking scale f and the mirror lepton mass ML as free
parameters. Furthermore, in order to make our numerical results more realistic, we will
apply the cut on the transverse momentum for radiated photon as P γT > P
γ
T,cut with
P γT,cut = 15GeV .
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FIG. 2: The production cross sections (a) σ(γLeLµ) and (b) σ(γLµLµ) as function of the scale
parameter f for
√
s = 2TeV and three values of the T-odd lepton mass ML.
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From Ref.[17] we can find that the values of the matrix elements (VPMNS)eτ and
(VPMNS)τe are smaller than those of (VPMNS)eµ and (VPMNS)µe, respectively. There-
fore, it can be speculated that the production cross sections σ(γLτLτ ) and σ(γLeLτ ) [
or σ(γLµLτ )] are smaller than σ(γLµLµ) and σ(γLeLµ), respectively. So we only give
the cross sections σ(γLµLµ) and σ(γLeLµ) in the following calculation. The PMNS ma-
trix VPMNS have been constructed in Ref.[17] based on PDG parametrization and the
available data from oscillation experiments. To simply the numerical results, we take
(VPMNS)ee = 0.82, (VPMNS)µe = 0.50 and (VPMNS)eµ = 0.55.
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(a) (b)
FIG. 3: The distributions of the transverse momentum of γ photon P γT for the e
+e− → γLeLµ
process with (a)f = 0.5TeV , (b)f = 1TeV for
√
s = 2TeV and three values of
the T-odd lepton mass ML.
In Fig.2, we plot the cross sections σ(γLµLµ) and σ(γLeLµ) as function of the symmetry
breaking scale f for three values of the mass parameter ML. The plots show that their
values decrease as f increases, which are in the ranges of 8.55−4.93fb and 11.96−5.39fb,
respectively, forML= 400GeV and 500GeV ≤ f ≤ 2000GeV . If we assume that the future
ILC experiment has a yearly integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1, then several hundreds up
to thousands of γLiLj events will be generated per year.
In Fig.3 and Fig.4, we plot the distribution of transverse momentum of the final state γ
photon for the processes e+e− → γLµLµ and e+e− → γLeLµ respectively, for f = 500GeV
and 1000GeV and three values of the mass parameter ML. These figures illuminate
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FIG. 4: The distributions of the transverse momentum of γ photon P γT for the e
+e− → γLµLµ
process with (a)f = 0.5TeV , (b)f = 1TeV for
√
s = 2TeV , and three values of
the T-odd lepton mass ML.
that the symmetry breaking scale f and mass parameter ML can significantly affect the
values of differential cross sections dσ(γLµLµ)/dP
γ
T and dσ(γLeLµ)/dP
γ
T . Their values
increase quickly as P γT decrease and most of the photons in the events of the processes
e+e− → γLiLj are produced in the low transverse momentum range at the ILC.
To see whether the T-odd lepton Li can be observed at the ILC via the process e
+e− →
γLiLj, we consider the possible decay modes of the T-odd lepton Li. From Eqs.(1) and
(2), we can see that, for the Yukawa coupling constant κi < 0.46, the T-odd lepton Li
mainly decays to BH li (li = e, µ or τ) , while for κi > 0.46, the T-odd leptons became
heavier than the gauge bosons WH and ZH and other modes start opening up: WH li and
ZH li [14]. Furthermore, the mixing matrix VHl allows the FC decay Li → BH lj with i
different from j. The partial decay width can be written in an unified manner as :
Γ(L→ lVH) = M
3
Lg
2
L
96πMVH
{x2(1− 2x2 + y2) + (1− y2)2}λ 12 (1, x2, y2), (24)
with x = MVH/ML, y = Ml/ML, and λ(x, y, z) = x
2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2xz − 2yz, in
which MVH is the mass of the T-odd gauge boson. gL represents the coupling constant
of the T-odd lepton L to the T-odd gauge boson VH and the ordinary lepton l. For
ML < MZH ≃ MWH , the possible decay channels of the T-odd lepton Li are Li → ljBH
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(lj = e, µ or τ). For f = 1000GeV and three values of the T-odd lepton mass ML =
400GeV , 600GeV , and 800GeV , the values of the total width for the decay channels
Le → liBH are 1.94GeV , 6.87GeV , and 16.42GeV , respectively. Similarly, for the decay
channel Lµ → liBH , the values of the total width are 1.95GeV , 6.91GeV , and 16.52GeV ,
respectively. Furthermore, for f = 1000GeV , the branching ratios are Br(Le → τBH) =
3%, Br(Le → µBH) = 30% and Br(Le → eBH) = 67%, and Br(Lµ → eBH) = 24.7%,
Br(Lµ → µBH) = 26.7% and Br(Lµ → τBH) = 48.6%.
The new gauge boson BH which is the lightest T-odd particle can be seen as an
attractive dark matter candidate [16]. The decay modes of the T-odd lepton Li are Li →
ljBH (lj = e, µ or τ). Then the possible signatures of the process e
+e− → γLeLµ are the
lepton flavor conservation final states γee+/ET , γµµ+/ET and γττ+/ET , the lepton flavor
violation final states γeτ+/ET , γeµ+/ET and γµτ+/ET . For the lepton flavor conservation
signals, the intrinsic SM backgrounds mainly come from the processes e+e− → γW+W−
[21] with the SM gauge bosonsW± decay leptonically, W± → lν, and the process e+e− →
γZZ [21] for one gauge boson Z decaying to ll and another decaying to νν. While for the
lepton flavor violation signals, the main SM backgrounds come from the process e+e− →
γW+W− for all of the SM gauge bosonsW± leptonic decay. For the T-odd leptons Le and
Lµ, the decay channels with the largest branching rations are Le → eBH and Lµ → τBH ,
respectively, so we will focus on these two decay modes in our following discussions. The
leading SM backgrounds of the largest production rate signals γeτ + /ET come from the
SM process e+e− → γW+W− → γeτνeντ . Using the results of the branching ratios
Br(W+ → eνe) and Br(W− → τντ ) in [20], we recalculate the cross section of the SM
process e+e− → γW+W− → γeτνeντ , which is about 0.346fb at the ILC experiment with
√
s = 2TeV . However, the cross section of the signal γeτ+/ET are large than 1.16fb in
most range of the parameter space of the LHT model. Then the production rate of the
intrinsic SM backgrounds is smaller than that generated by the process e+e− → γLeLµ.
So, the distinct signal γeτ + /ET should be easily separated from the SM backgrounds.
The possible signatures of the process e+e− → γLµLµ are same as those of the process
e+e− → γLeLµ, but, the production rates of the signatures are different for these two
processes. For the process e+e− → γLµLµ, the signal with largest production rate is
γττ plus large missing energy /ET , γττ+/ET . Its intrinsic SM backgrounds mainly come
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from the processes e+e− → γW+W− → γττντντ and e+e− → γZZ → γττνν with
ν = νe, νµ, ντ . At the ILC experiment with
√
s = 2TeV , we recalculate their cross sections
and find that their values are about 0.362fb and 0.0094fb, respectively. However, the cross
section of the signal γττ+/ET are larger than 0.682fb in most of the parameter space of
the LHT model. Thus, it may be possible to extract the signals from the backgrounds in
the reasonable parameters space of the LHT model.
From the above discussions, we can see that, considering the FC decay Li → BH lj(i 6=
j), both of the processes e+e− → γLeLµ and e+e− → γLµLµ can give rise to the signals
γeτ+/ET and γττ+/ET . Thus, the FC decay Li → BH lj(i 6= j) generates some interplay
between γLeLµ and γLµLµ intermediate states. This interference effect enhances the
observability of the signals and further strengthens our physical conclusions. It should
be noted that this conclusion also apply other signals generated by he processes e+e− →
γLeLµ and e
+e− → γLµLµ.
IV. THE PROCESS e+e− → ZLiLj
The T-odd leptons can also be produced in association with a gauge boson Z at the
ILC as shown in Fig.1. Based on the Feynman rules of the T-odd leptons written as above,
the invariant production amplitude of the process e+(p1)e
−(p2)→ Z(p5)Li(p4)Lj(p3) can
be written as
M2 = MγZa +MZZa +MγZb +MZZb +MγZc +MZZc +MγZd +MZZd +MBHZe
+MZHZe +M
BHZ
f +M
ZHZ
f +M
BHZ
g +M
ZHZ
g +M
BHZ
h +M
ZHZ
h (25)
with
MγZa =
−ie3
SWCW
(−1
2
+ S2W )G(p1 + p2, 0)G(p4 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γ
µu(p2)u¯(p3)γµ
×[−(/p4 + /p5) +ML]/ǫ(p5)v(p4), (26)
MZZa =
−ie3
S3WC
3
W
(−1
2
+ S2W )
2G(p1 + p2,MZ)G(p4 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γ
µ
×[(−1
2
+ S2W )PL + (S
2
W )PR]u(p2)u¯(p3)γµ[−(/p4 + /p5) +ML]/ǫ(p5)v(p4), (27)
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MγZb =
−ie3
SWCW
(−1
2
+ S2W )G(p1 + p2, 0)G(p3 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γ
µu(p2)u¯(p3)/ǫ(p5)
×[/p3 + /p5 +ML]γµv(p4), (28)
MZZb =
−ie3
S3WC
3
W
(−1
2
+ S2W )
2G(p1 + p2,MZ)G(p3 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γ
µ[(−1
2
+ S2W )PL
+(S2W )PR]u(p2)u¯(p3)/ǫ(p5)[/p3 + /p5 +ML]γµv(p4), (29)
MγZc =
−ie3
SWCW
G(p1 − p5,Me)G(p3 + p4, 0)v¯(p1)/ǫ(p5)[(−1
2
+ S2W )PL + (S
2
W )PR]
×[−(/p1 − /p5) +Me]γµu(p2)u¯(p3)γµv(p4), (30)
MZZc =
−ie3
S3WC
3
W
(−1
2
+ S2W )G(p1 − p5,Me)G(p3 + p4,MZ)v¯(p1)/ǫ(p5)[(−
1
2
+ S2W )PL +
(S2W )PR][−(/p1 − /p5) +Me]γµ[(−
1
2
+ S2W )PL + (S
2
W )PR]u(p2)u¯(p3)γµv(p4), (31)
MγZd =
−ie3
SWCW
G(p2 − p5,Me)G(p3 + p4, 0)v¯(p1)γµ[(/p2 − /p5) +Me]/ǫ(p5)[(−1
2
+ S2W )PL
+(S2W )PR]u(p2)u¯(p3)γµv(p4), (32)
MZZd =
−ie3
S3WC
3
W
G(p2 − p5,Me)G(p3 + p4,MZ)(−1
2
+ S2W )v¯(p1)γ
µ[(−1
2
+ S2W )PL + S
2
WPR]
[(/p2 − /p5) +Me]/ǫ(p5)[(−1
2
+ S2W )PL + (S
2
W )PR]u(p2)u¯(p3)γµv(p4), (33)
MBHZe =
−ie3
SWC3W
(−1
2
+ S2W )[
1
10
+
5C2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ej
×G(p4 + p5,ML)G(p2 − p3,MBH )v¯(p1)γµPL[−(/p4 + /p5) +ML]
×/ǫ(p5)v(p4)u¯(p3)γµPLu(p2), (34)
MZHZe =
−ie3
S3WCW
(−1
2
+ S2W )[−
1
2
+
S2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ej
×G(p4 + p5,ML)G(p2 − p3,MZH)v¯(p1)γµPL[−(/p4 + /p5) +ML]
×/ǫ(p5)v(p4)u¯(p3)γµPLu(p2), (35)
MBHZf =
−ie3
SWC3W
(−1
2
+ S2W )[
1
10
+
5C2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 − p1,MBH )
×G(p3 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)/ǫ(p5)[/p3 + /p5 +ML]γµPLu(p2), (36)
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MZHZf =
−ie3
S3WCW
(−1
2
+ S2W )[−
1
2
+
S2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 − p1,MZH)
×G(p3 + p5,ML)v¯(p1)γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)/ǫ(p5)[/p3 + /p5 +ML]γµPLu(p2), (37)
MBHZg =
−ie3
SWC
3
W
[
1
10
+
5C2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p5 − p1,Me)G(p2 − p3,MBH )
×v¯(p1)/ǫ(p5)(−1
2
PL + S
2
W )[/p5 − /p1 +Me]γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)γµPLu(p2), (38)
MZHZg =
−ie3
S3WCW
[−1
2
+
S2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p5 − p1,Me)G(p2 − p3,MZH )
×v¯(p1)/ǫ(p5)(−1
2
PL + S
2
W )[/p5 − /p1 +Me]γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)γµPLu(p2), (39)
MBHZh =
−ie3
SWC3W
[
1
10
+
5C2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 − p1,MBH )G(p2 − p5,Me)
×v¯(p1)γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)γµPL[/p2 − /p5 +Me]/ǫ(p5)(−1
2
PL + S
2
W )u(p2), (40)
MZHZh =
−ie3
S3WCW
[−1
2
+
S2W
8(5C2W − S2W )
ν2
f 2
]2(VHl)ie(VHl)ejG(p4 − p1,MZH )G(p2 − p5,Me)
×v¯(p1)γµPLv(p4)u¯(p3)γµPL[/p2 − /p5 +Me]/ǫ(p5)(−1
2
PL + S
2
W )u(p2). (41)
Similar with above, we can give the numerical results about the process e+e− → ZLiLj,
which are summarized in Fig.5. We plot the cross sections of the processes e+e− → ZLeLµ
and e+e− → ZLµLµ as functions of the symmetry breaking scale f for three values of
the mirror lepton mass ML in Fig.5. One can see that the cross sections σ(ZLeLµ) and
σ(ZLµLµ) fall sharply as f increases for fixed T-odd lepton mass ML and their values are
also sensitive to the mass of the T-odd leptons, which is similar with those of the processes
e+e− → γLeLµ and e+e− → γLµLµ. This is because the phase space is depressed strongly
by large final states and the coupling are related to the factor ν2/f 2. The cross sections
σ(ZLeLµ) and σ(ZLµLµ) are smaller than those of the processes e
+e− → γLeLµ and
e+e− → γLµLµ, respectively. For f = 500 − 2000GeV and ML = 400 − 800GeV , the
value of cross section σ(ZLeLµ)[σ(ZLµLµ)] is in the range of 1.62−0.187fb[1.21−0.171fb].
The distributions of the transverse momentum of the gauge boson Z are depicted in Fig.6
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FIG. 5: The production cross sections (a) σ(ZLeLµ) and (b) σ(ZLµLµ) as function of the scale
parameter f for
√
s = 2TeV and three values of the T-odd lepton mass ML.
and Fig.7 corresponding to f = 0.5TeV and 1TeV , respectively. From these two figures
we can see that there exist peaks at different conditions, there are significant regions of
PZT with differential values of the symmetry breaking scale f and the mirror lepton mass
ML. The larger values of the symmetry breaking scale f and the mirror lepton mass
ML can significantly suppress the cross sections dσ(ZLµLµ)/dP
Z
T and dσ(ZLeLµ)/dP
Z
T .
Obviously, for f ≥ 1TeV and ML ≥ 800GeV , the values of cross sections are quite small.
If we assume the final state Z decaying to ll, the possible signatures of the process
e+e− → ZLeLµ are the lepton flavor conservation final states llee+/ET , llµµ+/ET and
llττ+/ET , and the lepton flavor violation final states lleτ+/ET , lleµ+/ET and llµτ+/ET .
For the lepton flavor conservation signals, the intrinsic SM backgrounds mainly come
from the processes e+e− → ZW+W− [22] with the gauge bosons W± decay leptonically,
W± → lν, and the process e+e− → ZZW+W− for one gauge boson Z decaying to ll and
other decaying to νν.
While for the lepton flavor violation signals, the main SM backgrounds come from the
processes e+e− → ZW+W− with the gauge boson Z decaying to ll and the gauge bosons
W± leptonic decay, and the process e+e− → ZZW+W− for all of the gauge bosons W±
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FIG. 6: The distributions of the transverse momentum of Z boson PZT for the e
+e− → ZLeLµ
process with f = 0.5TeV (a) and f = 1TeV (b) for
√
s = 2TeV , and three values of
the T-odd lepton mass ML.
leptonic decay, and one gauge boson Z decaying to ll another decaying to νν. From
discussions given by section II, it is obviously that, the largest production rate signal of
the process e+e− → ZLeLµ is lleτ+/ET . The leading SM backgrounds of this kind of signal
come from the SM processes e+e− → ZW+W− → lleτνeντ , and e+e− → ZZW+W− →
lleτνeντνν (ν = νe, νµ, ντ ). Our numerical results indicate that, in wide range of the
parameter space of the LHT model, the value of the statistical significance S/
√
B is larger
than 5. In our numerical estimation, we have taken the integrated luminosity £ = 100fb−1
and
√
S = 2TeV . Thus, it may be possible to extract the signals from the backgrounds in
the reasonable parameter space of the LHT model. The possible signatures of the process
e+e− → ZLµLµ are same as that of the process e+e− → ZLeLµ, but, the production
rates are different from those generated by the process e+e− → ZLeLµ. For the process
e+e− → ZLµLµ, the signal with largest production rate is the same-flavor opposite-sign
pair leptons llττ plus large missing energy /ET ; i.e. llττ+/ET . The SM backgrounds mainly
come from the e+e− → ZW+W− → llττντντ and e+e− → ZZW+W− → llττντντνν
(ν = νe, νµ, ντ ). Our numerical results indicate that, the value of the statistical significance
S/
√
B is larger than 3 in wide range of the parameter space of the LHT model. Thus, as
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FIG. 7: The distributions of the transverse momentum of Z boson PZT for the e
+e− → ZLµLµ
process with f = 0.5TeV (a) and f = 1TeV (b) for
√
s = 2TeV , and three values of
the T-odd lepton mass ML.
long as the T-odd leptons are not too heavy, its possible signals might be detected via
the processes e+e− → ZLiLj in the future ILC experiments.
Certainly, the SM backgrounds must be further studied, detailed confirmation of the
observability of the signals generated by the process e+e− → V LiLj would require more
Monte Carlo simulations of the signals and backgrounds, which is beyond the scope of
this paper.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The LHT model is one of the attractive little Higgs models, which not only is consis-
tent with EW precision tests but also provides a possible dark matter candidate. The
heavy T-odd fermions (mirror leptons and mirror quarks) are introduced to implement
T-parity in the fermion sector of the model. These new heavy fermions might produce
the observability signatures in future high energy collider experiments.
In this paper we consider pair production of the T-odd leptons in association with a
gauge boson V (= γ or Z) in the future ILC experiments. The production cross sections
of these processes and their distributions of the transverse momentum are calculated.
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Our numerical results show that the cross section of the process e+e− → γLiLj is larger
than that of the process e+e− → ZLiLj . For
√
s = 2TeV , ML = 400 − 800GeV and
f = 500 − 2000GeV , the values of the cross sections σ(γLeLµ) and σ(γLµLµ) are in the
ranges of 11.96− 2.16fb and 8.55− 1.89fb, while those for σ(ZLeLµ) and σ(ZLµLµ) are
in the ranges of 1.62 − 0.187fb and 1.21 − 0.171fb. We further analyze their possible
signals and the corresponding SM backgrounds, also calculate the value of the statistical
significance S/
√
B for some processes. We find that, as long as the T-odd leptons are not
too heavy, they can be copiously produced via the processes e+e− → V LiLj , and their
signatures might be observed in the future ILC experiments. Thus, we expect that these
production processes can be used to detect the T-odd leptons predicted by the LHT
model in the future ILC experiments.
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